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Marian Gibbons
Director, CESTA Telecommunications
coordinates the planning and set up for the CESTA display each year.
Dr. Jack, Peterson, PHEREC, serves as CESTA’s on-site booth representative at Sunbelt each year. He also shares information about mosquito research at FAMU.
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Dr. Jack Peterson at FAMU/CESTA exhibit.
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Dr. Uford Madden and Dr. Jean Beaudouin.

Visitors enjoy sampling goat meat snack sticks.
Dr. Madden informs visitors about goat meat production and value added products.
Ms. Gibbons provided an opportunity for Sunbelt visitors to taste FAMU muscadine grapes.
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Trevor Hylton discusses the practicality of growing herb gardens.
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Samples of herbs and their purposes.

Herbs n’ Legends display.
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Visitors learn from the Herb N’ Legend Display

Presented by Trevor Hilton, Small Farm Programs
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Lester Gaskins and CESTA scholars (animal science majors) at CESTA exhibit.